By June 28, 2020, there were more than 10 million confirmed cases of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) and nearly 500,000 deaths in about 216 countries and regions.[@bib0005] The number of cases is still increasing. In China, the spread of SARS-CoV-2 has been effectively controlled after strict management, with a total of 83,534 cases and 4634 deaths (by June 30).[@bib0010] The integration of Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) with western interventions is a successful experience for the treatment of COVID-19.[@bib0015] About 91.5% of the confirmed and suspected COVID-19 cases in China had been treated with TCM, alone or integrated with conventional western medicine (WM).[@bib0020]

There are hundreds of registered protocols and completed clinical studies. Evidence from published clinical trials suggested that TCM is helpful to treat COVID-19 and decrease mortality.[@bib0025], [@bib0030] However, the voice of doubt about the efficacy of TCM for COVID-19 can still be heard. In opponents' opinion, TCM was not approved to be effective for COVID-19, unless double-blind placebo-controlled randomized clinical trials (RCTs) were performed to provide evidence.[@bib0035] The controversy is mainly focused on: what is reliable clinical evidence? We aimed to clarify the questions of clinical evidence of TCM for COVID-19 from the viewpoint of evidence-based medicine and real-world study.

Registered and published clinical trials of TCM for COVID-19 {#sec0005}
============================================================

According to our review, there were 121 registered protocols of TCM for COVID-19 identified from Chinese Clinical Trial Registry ([www.chictr.org.cn](http://www.chictr.org.cn){#intr0005}) and ClinicalTrials.gov (up to June 30), and 63 of them were RCTs ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1Distributions of registration and publication of clinical controlled trials of traditional Chinese medicine against coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19).RCT: randomized contorolled trial, CCT: clinical controlled trialFig. 1

After comprehensive literature search, we found 26 published clinical controlled trials of TCM for COVID-19, and 11 of them were RCTs with 1301 patients. However, none of them were placebo-controlled and double-blinded RCTs. The types of patients, interventions and outcomes in different RCTs varied significantly. In addition, most of the published trials have not registered their protocols before case recruitment.

Registered studies with protocols have not been completed, and published clinical trials were conducted in the absence of registered protocols, which reflected key problems in clinical trials of TCM for COVID-19. First, defects in methodology of clinical trials weakened the quality of evidence. Second, rigorously designed RCTs could not be completed due to the special environment dealing with COVID-19, which was a novel and highly infectious diseases.

Why was a rigorous RCT impractical in the early stage? {#sec0010}
======================================================

Knowledge of COVID-19 is limited for designing a good clinical trial protocol. COVID-19 is a novel infectious disease. Medical community knows only a little about the pathogenesis and evolution process of COVID-19, especially at the early stage of outbreak. As a consequence, it was difficult to design a scientific clinical trial protocol with clear patient inclusion criteria, appropriate treatment course and valuable outcomes. For example, the duration from onset to hospitalization of patients varied from several hours to more than one month. In addition, clinical symptoms and condition degree of patients were greatly heterogeneous and variable, which led to different treatment regime for individuals. Moreover, there was no consensus on clinical efficacy evaluation indicators at the beginning.[@bib0040], [@bib0045] Therefore, registered protocols commonly deviated from the real clinical situation.

Most of the cases of COVID-19 were confirmed in Hubei province. Doctors, nurses and other medical staffs have overworked in the circumstance with high risk of infection. This situation was no reliable for doctors to serve as investigators in a clinical trial. In addition, different medical wards were managed by different medical teams, which increased the difficulty of implementing an unified research program.

The conditions for supporting a randomized double-blind placebo-controlled clinical trial on COVID-19 are not available as it is a novel infectious disease. There was no certain effective herbal drugs and therefore no prepared placebos. In addition, nearly no patient could agree to take any placebo for the fear of death. The willingness of patients is a critical factor for the feasibility in a RCT. Patients wished to receive potential effective treatments, especially herbal drugs which were helpful in their opinion. Therefore, in this case, it was virtually impossible to carry out patient informed, double-blind and placebo-controlled RCTs.

Suggestions for further clinical trials facing an epidemic outbreak {#sec0015}
===================================================================

First, methodology and supporting condition for real-world studies should be strengthened. In response to the outbreak of novel diseases, observational studies and RCTs are both essential to provide evidence for diagnosis and treatment. Therefore, all the accessible data of patients need to be collected. A simple, efficient and intelligent data management system is essential, which is different from commonly used electronic data capture system (EDC). Diagnostic information such as data of tongue and pulse, imaging examination, laboratory tests and patient-reported outcomes can be obtained and analyzed simultaneously. Other functions including randomization, allocation concealment, drug management and follow-up reminding should be merged into the platform. Intelligent data analysis is an important function, which can shorten the time of evidence production for early diagnosis and treatment.

Second, an emergency medical team should include clinical investigators. For novel diseases, clinical treatment and clinical research are equally important. Clinical research can provide decision-making evidence and develop new effective treatments for clinical practice. In order to design and conduct a good clinical trial, clinical investigators should work in the first line with doctors. They have different and clear tasks and perform their own duties that are conducive to ensure the quality of clinical trials. Meanwhile, the normal training of clinical research methodology for doctors and nurses is also very important.

Third, the overall management of clinical research resources should be strengthened. Due to the lack of unified coordination and management of clinical studies, different research groups design different trials. Low-level duplicated studies cannot generate high-level evidence, which not only leads to the waste of research resources, but also the failure of high-quality research. Therefore, related administrative departments should pay more attention to manage clinical trials during a novel disease outbreak as it would be helpful to conduct unified high-quality studies to tackle the crucial problems in the condition of limited resources.[@bib0050]

Researchers always hope to carry out rigorously designed, large sample, double-blind and placebo-controlled RCTs to evaluate the efficacy of interventions. However, there is always a gap between the ideal and the reality. If divorced from the reality, the ideal is fantasy. For this reason, real-world studies have gained more and more attention in the field of clinical research.[@bib0055], [@bib0060] The situation of clinical trials of TCM for COVID-19 is a typical example for the balance between scientificity and feasibility. Life first, treatment first. Clinical trials must be subject to clinical practice. For an emerging disease, we cannot fully recognize it in a short time, and we cannot produce all evidence for interventions in a short time. Although the current clinical evidence of TCM for COVID-19 is not at the highest level, it can still serve as necessary evidence for clinical decision-making. The follow-up clinical trials will continue to produce more evidence. It is not too late to mend. We have learned more based on the clinical trials of TCM for COVID-19, which are valuable reference for future studies especially on novel infectious diseases.
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